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ABSTRACT

Color transfer is an image processing technique commonly
used to fix images with wrong colors, enhance the lighting
conditions, or produce special styles to express specific emo-
tions. With the aid of a reference image, the intended color
characteristics can be properly transferred to the source im-
ages or videos. Since the applications start growing popular,
many image color transfer methods have emerged; However,
only few video color transfer algorithms have been proposed
so far. In this paper, we propose an efficient example-based
color transfer algorithm for both images and videos, which
preserves the gradient details of the source by building Lapla-
cian pyramids and improves the spatio-temporal consistency
by employing patch matching method. Other than the exist-
ing quality metrics, we further propose a video quality metric
regarding temporal consistency and compare our algorithm
with other color transfer methods. The experimental result-
s show that our algorithm generally produces outputs with
high fidelity in terms of colors, scene details, and also spatio-
temporal consistency.

Index Terms— video color transfer, style transfer, quality
evaluation

1. INTRODUCTION

Color transfer is a well-known image processing technique
aiming to deliver certain color characteristics to a given im-
age or video. To describe the target color style intuitively,
most color transfer methods require another image or video
serving as a reference. Ideally, a good color transfer algorith-
m should produce an image or video with colors resembling
the reference while preserving the scene structure and details
of the source, as shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1: The general idea of color transfer methods.

Most existing color transfer methods focus on images.

Reinhard et al. [1] first propose an efficient color transfer
method by translating and scaling the color values of the
source image to match the mean and standard deviation of the
reference image. Since the method applies one mapping func-
tion based on simple statistics to all pixels, it may damage the
details of the source image or produce results with low col-
or fidelity if the source and reference images have disparate
color distributions. Later works manage to resolve these prob-
lems. N-dimensional pdf transfer algorithm presented by Pitie
et al. [2] and progressive histogram reshaping method pre-
sented by Pouli and Reinhard [3] fix the color fidelity problem
but may lead to over-smoothed or over-enhanced scene detail-
s. Bonneel et al. propose a color grading method [4] which
provides convincing results if the source image and the refer-
ence image share similar geometric structures but could cause
unnatural looking otherwise. Xiao and Ma present gradient-
preserving color transfer method [5], taking both the details
and color fidelity into consideration by deriving a cost func-
tion of gradient as well as histogram solved by large linear
systems, which however costs considerable time and memory
space.

In this paper, an efficient color transfer method for both
images and video sequences is proposed. Inspired by Xiao
and Ma’s work, we attempt to map the colors of a reference
image to the source image while preserving the gradient of
the source image. Instead of solving large linear systems, we
minimize the histogram error and gradient error simultane-
ously by building Laplacian pyramids, saving extraordinary
time and memory space. Furthermore, the proposed algorith-
m is extended for videos, where the temporal consistency be-
tween video frames must be considered to suit the perception
from human eyes. With the help of patch matching method,
similar patches from the previous output frame are used to
construct the current output frame. In this case, artifacts such
as flickers and drastic changes between frames can be avoid-
ed.

Moreover, we also develop a video quality measuremen-
t metric for such applications. Wang et al. propose multi-
scale structural similarity (MS-SSIM) [6], which evaluates
the structural similarity between input frames and output



frames but without considering temporal consistency. Natural
visual feature based video quality metric (VQM) presented by
Pinson et al. [7] and motion tuned spatio-temporal quality as-
sessment of natural videos (MOVIE) presented by Seshadri-
nathan et al. [8] both give great performance in measuring
natural videos, but they do not evaluate the quality of col-
or transfer. Consequently, a new video quality metric is de-
veloped, which combines the quality metric for image color
transfer presented by Xiao and Ma [5] and a measurement of
temporal consistency based on the change of temporal mean
square error (MSE) caused by color transfer. Finally, the re-
sults of our video color transfer algorithm are compared with
those of other related works using the proposed metric as well
as other quality metrics.

In summary, the contributions of this work include (i) an
efficient color transfer algorithm for both images and videos
and (ii) a new video quality metric considering the fidelity of
color transfer and temporal consistency between frames.

2. RELATED WORKS

Color Transfer Methods. Reinhard et al initially present an
efficient image color transfer algorithm [1], which uses glob-
al statistics (mean and standard deviation) of the source and
reference images to derive a simple mapping function for all
the pixels, whereas it is known to cause low fidelity of details
and colors.

Pitie et al. later propose an n-dimensional pdf transfer
method [2]. By iteratively rotating the color axis and apply-
ing one-dimensional marginal matching, the algorithm can be
used to transfer colors between images. However, it is likely
to produce results with extra details. To remedy for the prob-
lem, Pitie et al. present a re-graining method[9] to smooth the
result images afterward.

Xiao and Ma’s work [5] focuses on minimizing both the
gradient difference between the output and source images and
the histogram difference between the output and reference im-
ages. The idea can be represented as follows:
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where o, r and s represent the output, reference and source

images respectively, H(·) denotes the histogram of the image,
and λ is the weighting coefficient of the gradient error, usu-
ally λ = 1. Unfortunately, there is no closed-form solution to
the function. To simplify the problem, Xiao and Ma construct
an intermediate image f by matching the cumulative distribu-
tion function (CDF) of image histograms, which is known as
histogram matching, and substitute the histogram term in the
cost function so that (1) can be rewritten as:
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However, the method does not lead to optimal solution, either.

Pouli and Reinhard present a progressive histogram re-
shaping method for creative color transfer and tone reproduc-
tion [3]. Through reshaping the histogram of the source im-
age from the coarsest scale to the finest scale, it can partial-
ly match the histogram of the source and reference images,
where the degree of matching is determined by user input.
Nevertheless, this method could also result in images with
over-smoothed or exaggerated gradient.

Example-based video color grading [4] presented by Bon-
neel et al. is an efficient algorithm for video color transfer.
Unlike our proposal, it uses frames from another video serv-
ing as references, instead of a single image. Furthermore,
since color grading method transfers the colors by finding a
transformation matrix of chrominance values in pixel domain,
structural similarity between the source and reference frames
is required or else pre-processing steps such as foreground-
background segmentation is necessary to prevent unnatural-
looking results.

Evaluation Metrics. Eventually, a good evaluation met-
ric for such algorithms is needed. Chikkerur et al. has made
a thorough review of existing video quality assessment meth-
ods [10], which concluded that Wang et al.’s MS-SSIM [6],
Pinson et al.’s VQM [7], and Seshadrinathan et al.’s MOVIE
[8] generally give the best performance in evaluating natural
videos. However, none of these methods takes the quality of
color transfer into account. Therefore, a video quality metric
combining a temporal consistency measurement and the qual-
ity metric for color transfer is also developed in this work.

3. PROPOSED COLOR TRANSFER METHOD
In this section we briefly introduce some background knowl-
edge in Section 3.1, followed by the proposed color trans-
fer algorithm for images in Section 3.2 and its extension for
videos in Section 3.3.

3.1. Technical Background
Laplacian Pyramids. Inspired by Merten et al.’s exposure
fusion [11], we seek to transfer colors while preserving the
fidelity of both gradient and colors by manipulation on Lapla-
cain pyramids [12], which is described as follows. Given an
image, its Laplacian pyramid is a set of images {Ll} called
levels, representing details at progressively coarser spatial s-
cales. Levels of the pyramid are defined by the difference
between successively up/down-sampled versions of the orig-
inal image, say, {Il} and {Il+1}, Ll = Il - upSample(Il+1). To
reconstruct the image, a Laplacian pyramid can be collapsed
by recursively applying Il = Ll + upSample(Il+1) until I0 is
obtained. In our proposal, we build Laplacian pyramids to
decompose images and preserve the finer details in the lower
levels of them.

Patch Matching Method. When manipulating videos,
we utilize the patch matching method presented by Barnes et
al.[13] to improve temporal consistency between successive
frames. For each patch in a given image, the algorithm finds
the most similar patch in another image by steps of random



Algorithm 1 Proposed Image Color Transfer

Input: source: source image; ref : reference image; n:
number of pyramid levels;

Output: output: output image
1: fhm = histogramMatch (source , ref );
2: LP = buildLaplacianPyramid (source , n);
3: LP{n− 1} = downSample (fhm , n);
4: output = collapsePyramid (LP );

Fig. 2: An overview of our image color transfer method.

initialization, iterative propagation, and random search in the
target neighborhoods. In applications like video color trans-
fer, where we can expect the difference between successive
frames being rather small, the patch matching algorithm will
be helpful in reusing the patches from previous frames.

3.2. Image Color Transfer
The proposed image color transfer method is illustrated in
Fig. 2. In the first step, we construct an intermediate im-
age fhm which has exactly the same color style as the refer-
ence image by histogram matching. Then an n-level Lapla-
cian pyramid LP is built from the source image, serving as a
fast decomposition of image gradient at different scales.

All procedures in the proposed algorithm are done in RG-
B color space. And the number of levels n depends on the
size of source image. For the test cases with size 400 × 300
shown in Fig. 5, we choose n = 4 since it is appropriate e-
nough not to cause artifacts or damage scene structures. Now
that finer details of the source image are preserved in low-
er levels of the pyramid, simply replacing the top level with
down-sampled fhm and collapsing the pyramid can lead to the
re-colored output image as desired. The details of the algo-
rithm are described in Algorithm 1.

3.3. Video Color Transfer
When extending our algorithm for video sources, certain
modification is required in order to improve the temporal con-
sistency between successive frames. If we naively apply color
transfer methods based on histogram matching on each frame,
any large moving object in the scene would change the color
distribution significantly, and turn out to cause artifacts in the
static regions.

An overview of the proposed video color transfer algo-
rithm is demonstrated in Fig. 4. Regarding the mentioned is-
sue, patch matching algorithm is employed to extract similar
patches from previous output frames. Specifically, for each

Algorithm 2 Proposed Video Color Transfer

Input: fi,t: current input frame; fi,t−1: previous input
frame; fo,t−1: previous output frame; ref : reference im-
age; n: number of pyramid levels;

Output: fo,t: current output frame
1: for each frame fi,t in the input video do
2: mpm = findPatch (fi,t , fi,t−1);
3: fpm = patchMatch (fo,t−1 , mpm);
4: fhm = histogramMatch (fi,t , ref );
5: w = SSIM (fi,t , fi,t−1);
6: LP = buildLaplacianPyramid (fi,t , n);
7: LP{n− 1} = downSample (w · fpm+ (1-w)·fhm, n);
8: fo,t = collapsePyramid (LP );
9: end for

(a) (b)

Fig. 3: (a) Find the patch matching matrix and (b) construct
fpm with the patches from the previous output frame.

7x7 patch in the current input frame fi,t, the findPatch proce-
dure finds a patch from the previous input frame fi,t-1 that has
the smallest difference from it, and the matching of all patch-
es is recorded in the matrix mpm. By the guidance of mpm,
the patchMatch procedure is applied to construct an interme-
diate frame fpm using the corresponding patches in previous
output frame fo,t-1, as shown in Fig. 3. Then similar as the
algorithm for images introduced in Section 3.2, another inter-
mediate frame fhm is constructed by histogram matching, and
a Laplacian pyramid LP is built from fi,t.

The next step is a critical part in our algorithm. After
down-sampling fpm and fhm to match the size of the top level of
LP, a weighted average of them is then used to replace the top
level. Considering the case of scene change, a poor quality of
patch matching is reasonably expected, so we should put more
weight on fhm to alter the color distribution accordingly. On
the contrary, if the successive frames merely differ in some
moving objects, the patch matching algorithm is still able to
find good patches from the previous output frame; therefore,
more weight should be put on fpm to maintain the temporal
consistency. With regard to the discussion above, structural
similarity between the successive frames is employed as a
weighting coefficient: w = SSIM(fi,t-1, fi,t). After substituting
the top level, eventually, the Laplacian pyramid is collapsed
to obtain the output frame fo,t. More details of the algorithm
are described in Algorithm 2.

4. EVALUATION METRIC

When evaluating the performance of video color transfer al-
gorithms, both the quality of color transfer and temporal con-
sistency should be taken into account. For the quality of color



Fig. 4: An overview of our video color transfer method.

transfer, Xiao and Ma. [5] present the following MSE metric:

MSEcolorTransfer =MSEhist + λ ·MSEgrad
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which combines the histogram error from the reference
image and the gradient error from the source image.

As for the temporal consistency part, although there are
a few video quality metrics, they do not well fit our applica-
tion. In this work, we propose another quality metric con-
sidering the change of temporal MSE caused by color trans-
fer. First, the patch matching matrix mpm between the current
and previous input frames is derived. Then by applying the
matrix, patch-match frames fpmi and fpmo are built from fi,t-1
and fo,t-1 individually: fpmi = patchMatch(fi,t−1,mpm), fpmo

= patchMatch(fo,t−1,mpm). Afterward, two MSE metrics can
be calculated by: msei = MSE (fpmi, fi,t), mseo = MSE (fpmo,
fo,t), where MSE(·, ·) calculates the pixel-wise mean square d-
ifference between two images. Finally, the proposed temporal
consistency metric TCM is calculated as follows:

TCM =
|mseo −msei|

msei
(4)

If the current input frame defers significantly from the
previous input frame, msei will be rather large since few sim-
ilar patches from the previous frame can be found. In this
case, a larger mseo should be tolerated. Therefore, obviously
mseo closer to msei, that is, the TCM metric closer to zero,
indicates better video quality.

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section, some experimental results of our algorithm are
shown and compared with those of other related works.

Since our color transfer algorithm is an example-based
global method, we compare it with other methods with such
features, including Reinhard et al.’s algorithm [1], pdf trans-
fer method presented by Pitie et al. [2], gradient preserving
method presented by Xiao and Ma [5], color grading method
presented by Bonneel et al. [4], and progressive histogram
reshaping method presented by Pouli and Reinhard [3].

Color transfer has a wide variety of applications. For in-
stance, it can be used to fix color cast problems caused by
wrong camera settings, or enhance the lighting conditions of
photos taken under poor weather. Most commonly, image
editors and film makers use color transfer method to gener-
ate special styles, aiming to express certain atmosphere or
emotions. Fig. 5 shows some experimental results of the
mentioned applications on images. Apparently, the proposed
image color transfer method generally produces results with
higher fidelity of colors and details than those of other works.

To compare the results of test videos, the quality of color
transfer is evaluated by Xiao and Ma’s MSE metric [5] and
the temporal consistency of the videos is compared in terms of
Wang et al.’s MS-SSIM [6], Xiao et al.’s VQM [14], and the
proposed TCM metric. For MS-SSIM and VQM, we utilize
the video quality measurement tool provided by MSU [15].

Table 1: Averaged running time for image color transfer at
400× 300 resolution.

Proposed Reinhard et al Pdf transfer
0.114025s 0.136935s 2.527172s
Gradient preserving Color grading Progressive
42.419287s 0.139507s 1.920024s

As shown in Table. 1, the proposed method requires the
least time to process a test image. Furthermore, images re-
colored by the proposed algorithm have the lowest MSE val-
ues, indicating high performance of our image color transfer
method. Fig. 7 gives the evaluation results of the test videos
with frame size 512 × 384, showing that our algorithm lead-
s to lowest MSE values while keeping the TCM values low
as well. Although the temporal consistency of output videos
given by Bonneel et al.’s color grading method [4] is compa-
rable to the proposed method, the method is likely to produce
unnatural colors. We also plot the variation of TCM values
within frames of test video 3 in Fig. 8. In the labeled re-
gion where a large object moves across the scene, our method
remains stable while other methods result in drastic fluctua-
tions. Fig. 9 is the performance comparison in terms of other
video quality metrics, which also proves good performance of
our algorithm.

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

As a conclusion, our algorithm is the first color transfer
method using Laplacian pyramids to preserve the details in-
stead of solving large linear systems, with which the effi-
ciency is significantly improved. Furthermore, by employing
patch matching algorithm, we also provide a novel method to
maintain the temporal consistency in re-colored videos. Ex-
perimental results show that the proposed algorithm outper-
forms previous works in different evaluation metrics.

In our future works, to make the proposed algorithm more
robust to large moving objects in the scene, object segmenta-
tion can be applied as a pre-processing step so that the colors
can be matched more locally. For the proposed video quality
metric, it certainly requires further examination to show the
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Fig. 5: Examples of the applications tested by different color transfer methods: (i) an example of fixing color cast problem;
(ii) an example of enhancing lighting conditions; (iii)-(v) examples of producing special styles, where the rows are (a) source
images, (b) reference images, results of (c) proposed, (d) Reinhard et al.’s [1], (e) pdf transfer [2], (f) gradient preserving [5],
(g) color grading [4], and (h) progressive histogram reshaping [3] methods. By observation on (vi), Reinhard et al.’s work and
progressive histogram reshaping method lose the details on the top of the building, pdf transfer method produces extra noise in
the sky, while gradient preserving and color grading methods give results with colors less similar to the reference.



validity and reliability. Practically, the performance of dif-
ferent color transfer methods can be evaluated by subjective
measurements, that is, we can ensure the effectiveness of our
quality metric by measuring videos with human eyes.

Fig. 6: Quality of image color transfer evaluated by Xiao
and Ma’s MSE metric, whose test cases are shown in Fig.
5. (Lower MSE indicates higher quality of color transfer.)
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